Abstract-Under the study of Kernel Methods, this paper put forward two improved algorithm which called R-SVM & I-SVDD in order to cope with the imbalanced data sets in closed systems. R-SVM used K-means algorithm clustering space samples while I-SVDD improved the performance of original SVDD by imbalanced sample training. Experiment of two sets of system call data set shows that these two algorithms are more effectively and R-SVM has a lower complexity.
INTRODUCTION
The Closed System is a thermodynamic concept, which refers to an exchange of energy with the outside world only (for power or heat) without exchange of the quality of the system. If one has only one kind of particles (atoms or molecules) of the system for performing chemical reactions, process all kinds of particles can be generated or destroyed. However, the number of atoms of elements within the closed system will be conserved. In computer science, the Closed System is equivalent to the isolated information system such as military system, banking system and electricity management system etc., in which the condition (including applications & communications) seldom change.
In the Closed Systems, it will be very easy to gather the 'normal data' and hard to find the 'abnormal' that result in a great difference in the number of two types, this is considered highly skewed or 'Imbalanced Data Environment (IDE)'. For example, the proportion of sick and normal in medical care, the proportion of military targets and civilian targets in satellite photographs [1] .
The minority class sample is often more important. Take the example of satellite, although they put a lot of manpower to verify military objectives, however, if the camera photographs of military targets mistakenly classified as normal photographs, the loss must be much greater than on a case; Similarly, the false alarm of military information system terminal will give staff bring some unnecessary trouble, but the real intrusion, the damage will be more unthinkable. Therefore, how to effectively improve existing kernel methods to improve this chapter focused on solving the problem of the detection rate of minority class.
II. IMPROVEMENT OF KERNEL METHOD
The lack of minority class samples will lead to a decline in SVM is SVDD itself as a single-classification algorithm cannot take advantage of the minority class sample. In the same time, the noise data and be trained to have a greater impact. In this regard, this paper presents 3 ways to improves:
A. Re-dividing samples in Hilbert 's space
The so-called Hilbert space sample weight divided is the use of the basic principles of kernel methods; training samples are mapped to the Hilbert space re-training sample set is divided into K sub. The specific method is the majority class samples roughly equally divided into K roughly each number of minority class samples, respectively, and the minority class sample of the new sub-set of training samples. Thus, the training samples in each sub-set, the balance of the two types of the number of samples [2] . Finally, SVM training sample set of N sub training will be the K classifier using the majority vote manner judgment category.
B. Improve the svdd algorithm by using abnormal samples
Specific ways to improve it is to generate the Hilbert space SSVD generates sphere contains all minority classes as much as possible. The system calls imbalance classification only when the test sample falling into the majority class (normal class) hypersphere of training, while in the minority (abnormal) training outside the hypersphere before judgment sample is normal, and otherwise abnormal. This method will be described in Figure 1 . 
C. Using different penalty parameters
To overcome the noise minority class samples, while in imbalanced classification problems, the minority class is often the focus of the classification. In this case, the minority class samples are more valuable than the identification of the majority class sample correctly identified [3] . Conversely, misclassified minority class samples need to pay a higher price. For imbalanced classification based on kernel methods, specific change measures are using two types of samples different penalties parameters.
III. RESEARCH ON R-SVM
The way to deal with complex issues often be broken down into multiple sub-problems. This section is mainly to study Re-dividing samples in Hilbert space method to solve the problem of SVM training dataset imbalance. This method will original imbalanced classification problem into classification sub-problems of the plurality of balance, classified data is balanced in these sub-problems. Finally, the use of the majority vote manner to the judgment result of the processing of the sub-problems, [3] the improved algorithm referred to as R-SVM. Specific descriptions are as follows:
A. Description of R-SVM
Assumption given training data set, defined collection T:
X is the training sample, the few classes for training samples for the majority class in the training sample; Y as a feature vector; imbalance, i.e. majority class number of samples and the ratio of the number of samples of the few classes;
Mapping through kernel function, the training data set is mapped to the Hilbert space, Hilbert space training data collection:
2) The majority class samples are divided in the data collection in the Hilbert space K region (K is odd), the minority class sample new sub-set of training samples:
Hilbert space sub training sample collection, the majority class samples between disjoint; ( ) ( ) , [1 ] n m
Most number of samples and the number of samples the minority class remained largely balanced,
For each sub training sample set SVM training sub-SVM classifier, the R-SVM objective function as follows:
The punishment parameter of hyperspace vector and relaxation variables are:
SVM classifier is trained in each sub-sample, the majority class roughly the same number of samples and the number of samples of the few classes, so each sub-classifier effect is desirable. Figure 2 , when the measured samples for testing, K SVM classifier its output test results, the final majority vote to give the final verdict. 
B. Samples space division based on the K-means
The core idea of the R-SVM To Hilbert space data collection in the majority class sample is divided into K zones (K is odd), then the sample with a small number of classes in each region a new sub-set of training samples [4] . In order to ensure that R-SVM has good classification effect, the division of space must be such that the majority class sample within each region required having similar characteristics. Based on this consideration, this paper uses the K-means algorithm for a regional breakdown of the majority class samples.
K-means clustering allows each cluster area as compact as possible, while among the regions as separate as possible, so that is conducive to each sub-SVM classifier. As shown in Figure 3 , the circular sample the majority class samples, the pentagram sample minority class samples. The two types of samples presented imbalance distribution.
In the left side of the figure, the majority class samples were randomly divided into three areas; right, the majority class samples through the K-means algorithm is divided into three regions [5] . It is clear that compared randomly divided the sample space, the same area of the sample with a higher degree of similarity, based on the K-means algorithm divided the sample space, so more use of R-SVM classification results.
C. Sequence of division
Specific sample space division process is as follows:
Step1: choose from the N data samples K samples as the initial cluster centers;
Step2: cycle Step3 to Step4 change date not happen again until each cluster (i.e. the objective function convergence).
Step3: Calculate the mean of the cluster center of the cluster region, calculation of the Euclidean distance of the other samples, and these cluster center; corresponding sample divided according to the minimum distance re;
Step4: the recalculated mean area (change) clustering to identify new cluster centers.
IV. IMBALANCED SAMPLE TRAINING OF SVDD

A. The I-SVDD algorithm analysis
According to the location and types of test samples over the sphere of distribution of sample classification, the improved algorithm referred to SVDD was called the I-SVDD. Assume the majority of class training samples as X+, a small number of class training samples as X-, Penalty parameter is C. In I-SVDD algorithm two types of training samples are mapped to the Hilbert space of two balls in vivo using kernel methods [6] .
By adjusting the transformation, the structure of the error in the original SVDD becomes:
Similarly adding noise, Lagrange function becomes:
Do partial derivatives to , , , i l a R γ γ , so that partial derivatives to zero, we get:
Constraints are 0 , 0 , ,
Introduction of kernel function, the final decision condition becomes:
(10) This discriminant function I is defined as:
B. Hilbert space distribution of the minorityclass As there were two hydro spheres, there may be representative of the position include, intersect, are away from the three cases, this section will detail these three situations described:
Case1：Minority hydrosphere within the majority Training samples generated minority class hypersphere contains the body hypersphere in most categories. Circular sample of majority class samples, the pentagram sample minority class samples, black diamond for the test sample. The two types of training samples render the imbalance distribution. Seen in most categories over the sphere contains a small class of hydrosphere case, I-SVDD class for a few samples of the introduction of success will be mistaken for the original test sample A majority of the class to determine a small number of classes, effectively raising the I-SVDD minority class samples for the detection rate.
Majorities
(2) Case 2: Intersection of the hydrosphere As Shown in Figure 2 , training samples were generated into two types of hydrosphere intersection in Hilbert space At this time, the test samples to determine also divided into three categories: one is when the test samples A, B hydrosphere into a few categories, will test samples A, B sub-class for the few; the second is when to be Most fall into the category D test samples over the ball when in vitro, the test sample for a few sub-category D; Third, when the majority of test samples fall into category C, when the body over the ball and the ball in a few classes over the body, then the test verdict Sample C is the majority class. By analyzing the above three cases, a small number of classes of Hilbert space distribution of the sample, the following conclusions:
• Comparing with SVDD, based on the imbalanced sample training, I-SVDD can increase the detection rate of a few classes, but appear only when the two hydrosphere intersection contains or may occur only when the relationship.
• The tendency to use way of discrimination and detection of minority class samples, and different types of classification algorithms (such as two-way classification of discrimination.
C. Penalty parameters optimation
For most classification and a small number of samples used in the same class, the penalty parameters C, for imbalanced data of the environment, makes the I-SVDD a large improvement which sampled the minority class to impose greater penalties parameters, for most classes of small samples of the punishment imposed parameters. If there are two types of super-ball contains between different punishments parameters conducive to small class of super balls shrink as much as possible, so as to separate the two types of training samples [5] , will help reduce the I-SVDD of the samples misclassified.
V. EXPERIMENTS AND PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS
As to the traditional classification algorithm, the most commonly used evaluation criteria are the recognition rate of the test sample. However, in the case of imbalanced data classification accuracy to the minority class sample assessment is biased. For most classes, the minority class sample has little effect on the recognition rate. Therefore need to adopt a new assessment methods and indicators to describe the performance of the imbalance classification algorithm classification.
A. Evaluation Criteria
The system calls anomaly detection, each process data set for the system call, the result of the determination of the following four:
TP (True Positive), this belongs to a small number of categories (abnormal process) is judged to be the number of minority class (abnormal process).
FP (False Positive), this belongs to the majority class (normal process) is judged to be the number of minority class (abnormal process).
FN (False Negative), this belongs to a minority class (the abnormal process) is judged to be the number of the majority class (normal process).
TN (True Negative) of this belongs to the majority class (normal process) is judged to be the number of minority class (normal process).
Segment For analyte process four determination result, it is imbalanced classification commonly used in the assessment standards are given in Table I which is used to evaluate the recognition rate of the majority class samples (normal process).G-means used herein, now widely used in the imbalanced classification metric, defined as:
B. Experimental data and Parameter Selection
In order to fully evaluate SVDD, R-SVM, I-SVDD anomaly detection performance in Closed Systems, a total of two sets of experiments, respectively, using the University of New Mexico (University of New Mexico, UNM) website provides the Sendmail process data and MIT lpr process data. Sendmail data sets and MIT lpr data sets as an international standard data by researchers widely used [7] , and has a certain representation on the sample size and imbalance. For Sendmail datasets, experiments selected 40 normal process and the three abnormal process as a training sample to K = 6, the sliding window segmentation training samples, the normal non-repetitive system calls short sequence 255; selected three abnormal process the most representative system calls 15 of the short sequence as the minority class samples, the degree of imbalance of the two types of training samples of 17:1. Gaussian RBF kernel is selected as SVDD, R-SVM and the kernel function of the I-SVDD, SVDD parameters, I-SVDD parameters; R-SVM training integrated 17 subsets.
MIT lpr data sets, experiments selected 80 normal processes and 20 abnormal process as a training sample to K = 6, the sliding window segmentation training samples, the normal non-repetitive system calls short sequence 512; selected 20 abnormal the process most representative of the system calls a short sequence of 13 as a minority class samples [8] . The results reflect the R-SVM proposed in this paper can be very effective I-SVDD handling imbalance datasets, the best detection performance of the I-SVDD 17:1 Sendmail datasets; imbalance degree, I-the SVDD significantly better than the R-SVM, the imbalance degree less than 32:1 MIT lpr data sets, I-SVDD R-SVM detection performance. In this paper, the ROC curve drawing method: First, in the 0-1 interval setting a certain number of threshold, and then obtain three kernel methods in each threshold FFR (false alarm rate) and Tampered Failure Rate (detection rate) as the coordinates of the ROC curve, and finally these coordinates are arranged in accordance with the order of small to large connection and then generating a ROC curve. Figure 8 for the Sendmail and MIT lpr ROC curve: The evaluation results and by AUC quantitative comparison, R-SVM and I-SVDD this paper to solve the traditional SVM can not deal with the imbalance classification problem is easy to know, and the performance is better than single classification algorithm SVDD. In addition, R-SVM time complexity is lower than SVM and SVDD.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The study of kernel methods proposed R-SVM and the I-SVDD focused on the imbalance data environment, existing kernel methods to improve, to make it more effective anomaly detection applied to the system call in the military environment. R-SVM, which is a Hilbert space sample weight-based approach of the original imbalanced classification algorithm, divided the classification problem into sub-problems and finally solved he result of the processing by using a majority vote decision, which can be divided by using the K-means algorithm clustering space samples; I-SVDD which is considered as an improved SVDD on the imbalanced sample training, can be used to solve the defects of the original the algorithm.
